Abstract: A thermodynamic analysis of the irreversibility on solar absorption refrigerators is presented. Under the hierarchical decomposition and the hypothesis of an endoreversible model, many functional and practical domains are defined. The effect of external heat source temperature on the entropy rate and on the inverse specific cooling load (ISCL) multiplied by the total area of the refrigerator A/Q e are studied. This may help a constructor to well dimension the solar machine under an optimal technico-economical criterion A/Q e and with reasonable irreversibility on the refrigerator. The solar concentrator temperature effect on the total exchanged area, on the technico-economical ratio A/Q e , and on the internal entropy rate are illustrated and discussed. The originality of these results is that they allow a conceptual study of a solar absorption refrigeration cycle.
Introduction
Knowledge of the entropy transfer is of capital interest to better understanding refrigerator behavior and to ensuring the control of the design processes and performances. Since irreversibility controls the entropy generation and thus determines the performance of solar absorption refrigerators, the entropy generation constitutes the purpose of analysis adopted by several studies. Theoretical and experimental studies concerning heat transfer irreversibility remain topical, and even the best elaborated models are still unable in certain cases to restore experimental reality to their predictions.
Several approaches, based on numerical and experimental studies, have been proposed to undertake the irreversibility for the determination of real cycle's behaviour [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] . The usefulness of thermodynamics to develop more significant upper bounds for various optimization criteria concerning reverse cycle machines and their possible interrelation was reviewed in [6] . The importance of irreversibility in the characterization of reverse cycle machines was also highlighted. The studies carried out in [7] on the heat transfer effect relative to the irreversibility on the specific cooling load (SCL) of refrigerators permit the distinction between four types of thermodynamic models relative to four forms of irreversibility (reversible, endoreversible, exoreversible, and irreversible). Bejan [8] studied the internal heat transfer irreversibility for refrigeration plants. He introduced the heat leak conductance between ambiance and the refrigerated volume (essentially thermal insulation) to calculate the heat flux as a conductance multiplied by the heat and cold source temperature difference. As a result, with three-heat transfer irreversibility, an equal-partition of both heat and cold compartment conductance was obtained. A complementary study was proposed by a thermo-economics approach. In 1993, one researcher completed a calculation for minimizing heat exchanger inventory in power or refrigeration plants [9] . In 1996, another researcher proposed a method of entropy generation minimization, or modelling and optimization, based on combined heat transfer and thermodynamics [10] . In fact, the thermodynamic minimization of the entropy production constitutes a good method of modeling real processes, i.e., irreversible machines. The models integrate the thermodynamic-based principles, the heat transfer, and the optimization, which were adjusted to constraints related to finite dimensions and finite times.
When the absorption cycle operates under steady-state conditions, the net entropy transfer from the working fluid to the heat reservoirs is equal to the internal entropy generation in the working fluid [11] .
The inverse specific cooling load (ISCL), A/Q e , is frequently used in industrial engineering optimization. It represents the physical phenomena that take place in refrigeration systems. It is considered a universal criterion for these systems [12] . Fellah et al. [4] proposed a relationship between this criterion-the refrigerator area multiplied by the inverse neat cooling load (INCL) and the inverse of the coefficient of performance (COP). They proposed an optimal operational zone of refrigerators that can be chosen in specific intervals. Indeed, they obtained an interesting curve of the performance function of the technico-economical criterion (A/Q e ) for different values of the external heat source temperatures and thermal conductance of the solar absorber. The different curves are formed by three branches. The first branch is located in the region of low values of the COP. Here, the COP decreases when the exchange area increases owing to the increase of heat losses in the heat transfer process. This could be used as a malfunctioning criterion. This is the case where the condenser and the generator temperatures increase, getting close to the heat source temperature. This branch of the curves is of academic interest [13] . The part of these curves of practical interest is the upper region, which corresponds to high values of COP. In fact, the vertical branch obtained by Fellah et al. [4] shows a speedy variation of COP for a little variation of the ISCL. The lower heat-exchange area with the higher thermal load in the evaporator can be deduced from the left limit of this branch. Moreover, the most significant result that can be deduced is the determination of the constraint related to the minimal total area of the absorption refrigeration unit. They found that the COP variation function of the endoreversible technico-economical criterion A/Q e is lower than the one derived by Berlitz et al. [14] , which is between 0.3 and 0.6 m 2 /kW. They proposed an optimal operating work zone limited by:
As previous works proposed the study of the effect on A/Q e on the performances, and that these performances are function of the irreversibilities, we propose in this paper the same results for the effect of A/Q e on the entropy.
Thermodynamic Approach and Hierarchical Decomposition
The solar absorption refrigeration cycle is presented in Figure 1 . It is composed of a solar concentrator, i.e., the solar collector (heat source), a thermal solar converter (TE1), an intermediate source, a cold source, and four main elements: a generator, an absorber, a condenser, and an evaporator. The generator and the absorber constitute a thermal engine TE2, while the condenser and the evaporator form the thermal receptor TR. The exchanged fluxes and powers that reign in the different compartments of the machine are mentioned in Figure 1 . The parameterization of the installation comprises fluxes and powers as well as temperatures reigning in the different compartments of the machine. The P re f is the refrigeration power. The hierarchical decomposition, the optimization by sub-structuring [15] , and the approaches which combine thermodynamic criteria and technico-economical criteria [16] for the study of the solar absorption cycle, which are well developed in [4, 5, 16] , were applied to the absorption refrigeration cycle. The procedure and base conditions used for the solar system and absorption cycle have been described in our previous papers [17, 18] . The thermodynamic analysis of the irreversibility on refrigerators, using the hierarchical decomposition, is presented in this paper.
The hierarchical decomposition of the solar absorption refrigeration cycle is illustrated in Figure 2 . The four subdivision levels of the hierarchical decomposition are: the first level (L.I), which is the compact global system (TE1 + TE2 + TR). It is divided into two sublevels (L.II.1 and 2): the thermal converter (TE1), and the command and refrigeration system.
The command and refrigeration system is also decomposed in two sublevels: the thermal engine TE2 and the thermal receptor TR. The thermal engine TE2 is composed of the generator and the absorber. The thermal receptor TR is constituted by the condenser and the evaporator.
The four principle elements of an absorption refrigeration cycle (generator, absorber, condenser, and evaporator) constitute the last level (L.IV). Considering the reversibility inside the system, the first thermodynamic law [4, 19, 20] could be written for the command and refrigeration cycle as: The hierarchical decomposition, the optimization by sub-structuring [15] , and the approaches which combine thermodynamic criteria and technico-economical criteria [16] for the study of the solar absorption cycle, which are well developed in [4, 5, 16] , were applied to the absorption refrigeration cycle. The procedure and base conditions used for the solar system and absorption cycle have been described in our previous papers [17, 18] . The thermodynamic analysis of the irreversibility on refrigerators, using the hierarchical decomposition, is presented in this paper.
Level
The four principle elements of an absorption refrigeration cycle (generator, absorber, condenser, and evaporator) constitute the last level (L.IV). The hierarchical decomposition, the optimization by sub-structuring [15] , and the approaches which combine thermodynamic criteria and technico-economical criteria [16] for the study of the solar absorption cycle, which are well developed in [4, 5, 16] , were applied to the absorption refrigeration cycle. The procedure and base conditions used for the solar system and absorption cycle have been described in our previous papers [17, 18] . The thermodynamic analysis of the irreversibility on refrigerators, using the hierarchical decomposition, is presented in this paper.
The four principle elements of an absorption refrigeration cycle (generator, absorber, condenser, and evaporator) constitute the last level (L.IV). Considering the reversibility inside the system, the first thermodynamic law [4, 19, 20] could be written for the command and refrigeration cycle as: Considering the reversibility inside the system, the first thermodynamic law [4, 19, 20] could be written for the command and refrigeration cycle as:
The second thermodynamic law can be written as:
where S is the entropy production rate. The Lagrange multiplier method requires an objective function and constraints.
According to the functional and conceptual unknowns' apparition, the study concerns a sublevel, a level, or a set of sublevels [17] .
For an absorption refrigeration cycle comprised of a generator, an absorber, an evaporator, and a condenser, the coefficient of performance can be estimated as per [5, 10] :
where η TE2 : the command system High temperature TE2 efficiency (generator and absorber); and η TR : the refrigeration system Low temperature TR efficiency (condenser and evaporator).
The heat exchange areas of the command system High temperature TE2, the refrigeration system Low temperature TR, and the total exchange area are, respectively:
The command system High temperature TE2 efficiency can be written as per [5] :
where:
Additionally, the refrigeration system Low temperature TR efficiency can be written as per [5] :
The coefficient of performance can be written as:
The entropy production can be written as:
The optimization Lagrange function can be written, for every level and sub-level, as:
where λ is the Lagrange coefficient. We applied the hierarchical decomposition and the optimization by sub-structuring [15] and approaches that combine thermodynamic criteria and technical-economic criteria [16] to study the solar absorption cycle. Interesting relations were obtained. It allows the study of external temperatures on the entropy production, performances, and area effect [17, 18] . We found for example that the work fluid temperature on the condenser is equal to the absorber one [17] . This is in conformity with [3] [4] [5] :
In this paper, we investigated the effect of external temperatures on the entropy production. The results are presented for a T sc range of 80-120˝C for a fixed cold source and intermediate source temperatures: T s f = 10˝C and T si = 28˝C. As it is directly related to the cycle performances, we studied the entropy production function of the technical-economic criteria A/Q e in order to compare it to the A/Q e optimal range found in [14] .
Results and Discussion

Solar Concentrator Temperature Effect on the Area by Inverse Specific Cooling Load (ISCL) and on Irreversibility
One of the most important aims of energetic researchers and refrigerator constructors is generally to find a compromise between the (A/Q e ) which is a technico-economical criterion for refrigerators and heat pumps, i.e., the total exchanged area of the refrigerator divided by the specific cooling load Q e , and the entropy takes minimal losses, due to system irreversibility, with few dimensions of the installation, thus allowing an increase in the performances of the machine. The effect of the solar concentrator temperature T sc on the inverse specific cooling load (ISCL) multiplied by the total area of the refrigerator, i.e., A/Q e , and on the internal entropy rate is illustrated in Figure 3 . As we can see, from the curves (T sc = 80˝C, 85˝C, 90˝C, 95˝C, 100˝C, 105˝C, 110˝C, 150˝C, and 120˝C), for a fixed cold source and intermediate source temperatures (T s f = 10˝C and T si = 28˝C), the total exchanged area A and the internal entropy rate can be easy deduced for a specific cooling load Q e and a work temperature T sc . For example, to construct a solar absorption refrigeration machine assuring a total exchanged area of 28.5% of the specific cooling load Q e , for a heat source temperature T sc bigger than 105˝C, we estimate irreversibility values less than 0.265 kW/K.
For every case, functional and practical domains are defined. Indeed, we proved that, in the range of heat source temperature considered from 80˝C to 120˝C, which is the practical zone of work, a constructor can define the optimal technico-economical ratio of a refrigerator A/Q e and its irreversibility for a heat source temperature work range. The optimization gives mathematically two solutions. The optimal operational zone of the refrigerators is to be chosen in the intervals corresponding to minimized internal entropy rate which corresponds to optimal COP. Consider a work state described by point M in our optimal domain. This state is initially characterized by a heat source temperature equal to approximately 92 °C, a technico-economical criterion corresponding to a total surface equals to 24.9% of the specific cooling load (SCL) value, and an internal entropy rate of 0.267 kW/K. We composed our optimal domain to seven zones (R, A, I, N, B, O, W), which have as an origin our initial state "M", and we tried to determine the suitable and optimal work zone. From a clockwise direction, every zone is characterized by two successive colors of the "rainbow". This "rainbow" schema allow us to distinguish non-suitable work domains from suitable ones by analogy to our domain of visibility, and our suitable and optimal work domain will be characterized by the region between the line color 1 and line color 2. In fact:
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• Zone "R": This is limited by the red line and the orange line (pointer directions having the initial state M as an origin) and characterized by a decrease in the internal entropy rate as the heat source temperature of work increases. These results are logical and expected because, when the heat source temperature of work increases, the COP increases, and as we know the performances of the machine become more interesting when the irreversibility decreases. These results are in conformity with Fellah et al.'s [4] analysis. This region of work is not a suitable one for a constructor or an experimenter, as they will be obliged to increase the total area about 9.1% of the specific cooling load (SCL) and the heat source temperature of work more than 25 °C in order to decrease the internal entropy rate approximately 7.5%.
• Zone "A": This is limited by the orange line and the yellow line and characterized by an increase in the internal entropy rate as heat source work temperature from the initial state decreases, i.e., 92 °C to less than 80 °C. In fact, when the heat source work temperature decreases, the COP decreases and thus the irreversibility increases.
• Zone "I": This is between the green line and the light blue line and characterized by an increase in the internal entropy rate as the heat source temperature increases. The point of merit here for a constructor is the reduction of the total area, which decreases more than 2.5% of the initial state of work, but the internal entropy rate increases when Tsc increases. For the experimenter, other work regions may be more interesting. The optimization gives mathematically two solutions. The optimal operational zone of the refrigerators is to be chosen in the intervals corresponding to minimized internal entropy rate which corresponds to optimal COP. Consider a work state described by point M in our optimal domain. This state is initially characterized by a heat source temperature equal to approximately 92˝C, a technico-economical criterion corresponding to a total surface equals to 24.9% of the specific cooling load (SCL) value, and an internal entropy rate of 0.267 kW/K. We composed our optimal domain to seven zones (R, A, I, N, B, O, W), which have as an origin our initial state "M", and we tried to determine the suitable and optimal work zone. From a clockwise direction, every zone is characterized by two successive colors of the "rainbow". This "rainbow" schema allow us to distinguish non-suitable work domains from suitable ones by analogy to our domain of visibility, and our suitable and optimal work domain will be characterized by the region between the line color 1 and line color 2. In fact:
‚ Zone "R": This is limited by the red line and the orange line (pointer directions having the initial state M as an origin) and characterized by a decrease in the internal entropy rate as the heat source temperature of work increases. These results are logical and expected because, when the heat source temperature of work increases, the COP increases, and as we know the performances of the machine become more interesting when the irreversibility decreases. These results are in conformity with Fellah et al.'s [4] analysis. This region of work is not a suitable one for a constructor or an experimenter, as they will be obliged to increase the total area about 9.1% of the specific cooling load (SCL) and the heat source temperature of work more than 25˝C in order to decrease the internal entropy rate approximately 7.5%.
‚ Zone "A": This is limited by the orange line and the yellow line and characterized by an increase in the internal entropy rate as heat source work temperature from the initial state decreases, i.e., 92˝C to less than 80˝C. In fact, when the heat source work temperature decreases, the COP decreases and thus the irreversibility increases.
‚ Zone "I": This is between the green line and the light blue line and characterized by an increase in the internal entropy rate as the heat source temperature increases. The point of merit here for a constructor is the reduction of the total area, which decreases more than 2.5% of the initial state of work, but the internal entropy rate increases when T sc increases. For the experimenter, other work regions may be more interesting.
‚ Zone "N": This zone presents a critical case. It is between the light blue line and the dark blue line. It is characterized by a vertical temperature curves for low T sc and slightly inclined ones for high T sc . Indeed, it is characterized by a maintained fixed economic criterion for low source temperature and an internal entropy rate variation range limited to a maximum of 2% and a slight increase in the technico-economical criterion values for high values of the heat source temperature with an internal entropy rate variation that can attend 6.9%.
‚ Zone "B": This is between the dark blue line and the indigo line. It is characterized by slightly inclined temperature curves for low T sc and vertical ones for high T sc , contrary to the previous zone. Indeed, the technico-economical criterion is maintained fixed for a high source temperature; the internal entropy rate variation range can attend a maximum of 8.24%. For low values of the heat source temperature, the technico-economical criterion slightly increases to approximately the same extent for all work temperatures (1.27%). This small increase is accompanied by an internal entropy rate variation that can attend 1.7%. As we can see, in this zone of work, the internal entropy rate can be decreased by increasing heat source temperature. Thus, it may be a good region of work.
This represents a suitable work zone. It is between the indigo line and the purple line and characterized by a decrease in the internal entropy rate while heat source temperature increases. In fact, when the heat source temperature increases, the irreversibility decreases and the COP increases. The advantage of working in this zone is that we simultaneously reduce the refrigerator area and the irreversibility and then increase the performances of our solar machine. We minimize the irreversibility more than 8% and the total area more than 13%.
‚ Zone "W": This is between the purple line and the red line and characterized by a decrease in the internal entropy rate while heat source temperature increases. These results are logical and predictable because when the heat source temperature of work increases, the irreversibility decreases, i.e., the performances of the solar absorption refrigerator become more important. For high values of the heat source temperature, when we increase the temperature from our initial state to 120˝C for example, the internal entropy rate decreases about 8.16%. This work zone is characterized by a slightly inclined temperature curves for low T sc . For a fixed source temperature (T sc = 100˝C for example), the internal entropy slightly increases while the technico-economical criterion increases.
Please note that the zone between A and I, which is between the yellow line and the green line, is characterized by an increase in the internal entropy rate while heat source temperature decreases. Indeed, the COP decreases when the heat source temperature decreases.
As we can see, for every work zone, there is a critical case characterized by a fixed internal entropy rate or a fixed technico-economical criterion as if it seems to be analogical to a transition phase, between a domain and another one. Indeed, according to the straight line drawn horizontally to all the curves of the different cases, it is possible, for example, to decrease the total surface to approximately 16% of the specific cooling load (SCL) while increasing the heat source temperature to approximately 25˝C, while the internal entropy rate remains constant.
It should be noted that, even if we encourage work in one zone more than another, all the "rainbow" domains are generally good as they are in a good range, i.e., 0.21 < A/Q e < 0.29 m 2 /kW, slightly lower than that derived by Berlitz et al. [14] for the technico-economical criterion, which is 0.3 < A/Q e < 0.6 m 2 /kW. According to Fellah et al.'s [4] work, a variation of 70% in the performance is related to a variation of 80% on the technico-economical criterion. In our case of study, a variation of 27.6% on the technico-economical criterion is related to a variation in the internal entropy rate of approximately 17% for T sc working range, and T s f = 10˝C and T si = 28˝C.
A good constructor or/and experimenter usually seeks an economic finality, which is generally related to minimizing the under construction machine's area, or an optimal finality, which is related to minimizing machine irreversibility. Some general remarks can be helpful:
A decrease in the total area of 22.4% is possible, and an increase in 12% of the irreversibility may be attainable, for an identical heat source temperature of work T sc ; for example, for T sc = 105˝C.
To fulfill fewer irreversibilities on the system (for example, a decrease in 15% of the irreversibility), which is accompanied with a decrease in the area of 24.5%, an increase in the work temperature T sc of approximately 40˝C is recommended (from T sc equals 80˝C to 120˝C, for example).
A point of merit can be announced. An interesting new endoreversible technical and economic criterion regarding the optimal operating region of the refrigeration systems can be formulated as follows: 0.24 m 2 /kW ă A{Q e ă 0.267 m 2 /kW (17) These deductions can be useful for optimal conception of solar absorption refrigerators.
Solar Concentrator Temperature Effect on the Total Exchanged Area and Entropy
The hot heat source temperature T sc effect on the total exchanged area and on the internal entropy rate was studied. A plot of the variation of the total area, given by Equation (8), with the heat source temperature, for different values of the internal entropy rate, for T s f = 10˝C and T si = 28˝C, is shown in Figure 4 . The different curves allow for the deducing, for a work temperature T sc , of the total exchanged area and the endoreversible irreversibility created under the machine. To fulfill fewer irreversibilities on the system (for example, a decrease in 15% of the irreversibility), which is accompanied with a decrease in the area of 24.5%, an increase in the work temperature Tsc of approximately 40 °C is recommended (from Tsc equals 80 °C to 120 °C, for example).
A point of merit can be announced. An interesting new endoreversible technical and economic criterion regarding the optimal operating region of the refrigeration systems can be formulated as follows: 
These deductions can be useful for optimal conception of solar absorption refrigerators.
The hot heat source temperature Tsc effect on the total exchanged area and on the internal entropy rate was studied. A plot of the variation of the total area, given by Equation (8), with the heat source temperature, for different values of the internal entropy rate, for Tsf = 10 °C and Tsi = 28 °C, is shown in Figure 4 . The different curves allow for the deducing, for a work temperature Tsc, of the total exchanged area and the endoreversible irreversibility created under the machine. The intersection between all the entropies curves and their horizontal tangents allows for the determination of the maximums of refrigerator area allowed for each heat source temperature and the appropriated endoreversible irreversibility expected. All of these maximums are aligned. The line regrouped these maximums of area divides the domain into two regions. Indeed, it corresponds to the principle domain separation line, which allows us to distinguish between two principle domains: The first one is characterized by a proportional variation of the entropies with heat source temperature for fixed total refrigerator area, while the second domain is characterized by an inversely proportional internal entropy rate variation for fixed refrigerator area. Consider point D, for example, of this principle domain separation line. It can be seen that this point corresponds to the maximum total area for a work temperature Tsc, equal to approximately 101 °C. The internal entropy rate is equal to 0.26 kW/K. It is the intersection between the corresponded internal entropy rate curve and its horizontal tangent. The tangent passing from D (i.e., for a fixed refrigerator area) divides the domain to two regions: When we increase the heat source temperature, The intersection between all the entropies curves and their horizontal tangents allows for the determination of the maximums of refrigerator area allowed for each heat source temperature and the appropriated endoreversible irreversibility expected. All of these maximums are aligned. The line regrouped these maximums of area divides the domain into two regions. Indeed, it corresponds to the principle domain separation line, which allows us to distinguish between two principle domains: The first one is characterized by a proportional variation of the entropies with heat source temperature for fixed total refrigerator area, while the second domain is characterized by an inversely proportional internal entropy rate variation for fixed refrigerator area. Consider point D, for example, of this principle domain separation line. It can be seen that this point corresponds to the maximum total area for a work temperature T sc , equal to approximately 101˝C. The internal entropy rate is equal to 0.26 kW/K. It is the intersection between the corresponded internal entropy rate curve and its horizontal tangent. The tangent passing from D (i.e., for a fixed refrigerator area) divides the domain to two regions: When we increase the heat source temperature, the internal entropy rate increases (first domain); and, from the other side of point D, for a fixed area, when we decrease T sc , the internal entropy rate decreases (second domain). We remarked that the horizontal distances between two successive internal entropy rate curves correspond to an identical temperature variation of approximately 11˝C and an internal entropy rate variation of 1%: This corresponds to the internally reversible cycle.
We deduced that, on the optimal work region, for high heat source temperatures T sc values, the internal entropy rate becomes smaller with acceptable areas. For example, to construct a solar frigorific machine assuring a total exchanged area of 4.4 m 2 , a decrease in about 14% of the internal entropy rate is predicted for an increase in approximately 20˝C on the heat source temperature.
Conclusions
The internal entropy rate production is strongly related to the cycle performances. A solar refrigerator conceptual design is proposed here, taking into consideration the irreversibility impact on the machines performances. Optimal conceptual and functional parameters were coupled into interesting relations. The effect of the external temperature and the specific cooling load or the technico-economical criterion A/Q e on the internal entropy rate and the machine area were studied, allowing a definition of optimal work regions. An interesting new endoreversible technical and economic criterion was proposed: 0.24 m 2 /kW ă A{Q e ă 0.267 m 2 /kW. A variation of 27.6% on the technico-economical criterion is related to a variation of the internal entropy rate of approximately 17% for T sc working range, and T s f = 10˝C and T si = 28˝C. The features of this work are important. They concern an optimal establishment with a simple but universal method. It passes in the research's disciplinary decentralization.
